Upper Airway Thermoregulation During Singing Warm-Up.
The primary aim of this research was to quantify the degree to which the upper airway temperature changes with singing warm-up. Based on prior upper airway thermoregulation research it was hypothesized that upper airway temperature would not significantly increase during singing warm up when compared to prewarm up and recovery phases. Ten participants completed a short singing warm-up of their choice until they felt sufficiently warmed up while upper airway temperature was measured at 1 second intervals via a transnasal thermistor placed against the posterior pharyngeal wall, just above the larynx. Descriptive statistics and statistical modeling were used for comparison of pre-warm-up, warm-up, and recovery phases of a short singing warm-up. Results indicated a physiologically-significant increase (≥0.5°C) of upper airway temperature during the singing warm-up when compared to the prewarm up average. Significant differences (P < 0.0001) were identified between all pairwise comparisons analyzed for the three phases of data collected (baseline, warm-up, and recovery). These findings support an upper airway tissue temperature increase in response to the singing warm-up. The extent to which these findings can be generalized to the intrinsic laryngeal muscles is still unknown given the technical difficulty of obtaining intramuscular laryngeal temperature measures.